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A single link in a circuit-switched network is considered. The link has C circuits,
 .R of which are reserved for the primary directly offered traffic. Offered calls
arrive in independent Poisson streams with mean rates l and n for the primary
 .and secondary rerouted traffic, respectively, and corresponding independent and
exponentially distributed holding times with means 1 and 1rk . A primary call
requires just 1 circuit, whereas a secondary call requires t circuits, where t is a
positive integer. A primary call is blocked on arrival if all C circuits are busy,
whereas a secondary call is blocked if more than C y R y t circuits are busy.
Blocked calls are lost to the link. The critically loaded case in which l c 1,
’ ’ ’ .  .  .C y l s O l , R s O l , and n s g l , where g s O 1 , is investigated.
Asymptotic approximations to B and B , the blocking probabilities for the1 2
primary and secondary traffic, are derived. The results are explicit if k s 1, but
involve expansions in powers of g for k / 1, in which it is shown how to determine
the coefficients recursively. The first two terms in powers of g are given explicitly.
An alternate approach, which involves truncation rather than power series expan-
 .sions, is presented. The case R s O 1 is also considered, and explicit results are
obtained. Finally, an approximation proposed by J. W. Roberts is investigated. The
 .approximation is shown to be asymptotically correct if k s 1, or if R s O 1 , but
’ .not if k / 1 and R s O l . Interestingly, Roberts' approximation corresponds to
truncation with just 2 coefficients. Truncation with more coefficients leads to
refinements of his approximation. Q 1996 Academic Press, Inc.
1. INTRODUCTION
The concept of trunk reservation is of fundamental importance in
circuit-switched communication networks. On any link of the network,
which has a fixed number of circuits, some of them may be reserved for
the primary traffic which is offered directly to the link. Secondary traffic,
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which is rerouted because of a busy link on its direct route, is accepted on
an alternate link only if there are enough unreserved circuits available.
State-dependent routing on symmetric loss networks with trunk reserva-
w xtion has been investigated by Mitra, Gibbens, and Huang 10, 9 and Mitra
w xand Gibbens 8 . Basic to the investigations is an analysis of a single link.
wThe network is then analyzed by means of fixed point approximations 4,
x5 , which are based on the assumption that each link acts independently;
the traffic streams which are Poisson when offered to the network remain
Poisson when offered to the links by virtue of this assumption.
In this paper we consider a single link with C circuits, R of which are
reserved for the primary traffic. The offered calls arrive in independent
Poisson streams with mean rates l and n for the primary and secon-
dary traffic, respectively, and corresponding independent and exponen-
tially distributed holding times with means 1 and 1rk . A primary call re-
quires just 1 circuit, whereas a secondary call requires t circuits, where
t is a positive integer. A primary call is blocked on arrival if all C cir-
cuits are busy, whereas a secondary call is blocked if more than C y R y
t circuits are busy. Blocked calls are lost to the link. It is crucial to allow
for k / 1 and t ) 1 in integrated multiservice networks, in which different
classes of calls have different mean holding times and different bandwidth
requirements.
For k s 1 and t s 1 the single link corresponds to that investigated by
w xMitra and Gibbens 8 . In particular, they considered the asymptotic
’ ’ ’ .regime in which l c 1, C s l y a l , R s b y a l , and n s g l ,
 .where b ) a , g ) 0, and a b , and g are O 1 . Since Crl s 1 q
’ .O 1r l , this corresponds to critical loading. They used the single link
results to investigate a distributed, state-dependent, dynamic routing strat-
egy for large symmetric circuit-switched loss networks, when there are two
sets of states, namely unreserved and reserved states. The network has a
link with C circuits between each pair of nodes. The offered calls for each
origin-destination pair form a Poisson stream with rate l, and routes are
restricted to at most two links. The number of 2-link routes between each
’ .origin-destination pair is M. They show that if M s ml q O l , where
 .m s O 1 , and if the offered traffic is below a certain threshold, then the
fixed point equation for g has a solution. Moreover, the link blocking
’ .probabilities for the primary and secondary traffic satisfy B s O 1r l1
 .and B s O 1 , respectively, but the loss probability for traffic offered to2
the network is exponentially small in l.
The single link problem considered in this paper is formulated in terms
of marginal moments p  l ., 0 F i F C, l G 0, with respect to the number ofi
secondary calls in progress, where i denotes the number of busy circuits. In
particular, p 0. is the steady-state probability that i circuits are busy. Thei
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blocking probabilities B and B , for the primary and secondary traffic are1 2
given in terms of p 0., C y R y t q 1 F i F C. The moments p  l . satisfy ai i
system of coupled difference equations.
These equations are investigated in the asymptotic regime in which
’ ’ ’ .l c 1, C s l y a l , R s b y a l , and n s g l , where b ) a , g )
 .0, and a , b , g , k , and t are O 1 . Asymptotic approximations to B and1
B are sought, and singular perturbation techniques are used. Specifically,2
ly1 l .  l .  l .’ ’  .  .with i s l y x l and p s l m x , it is found that m x si
 l .  l .’ .  .  .m x q O 1r l , where m x satisfies a system of coupled second0 0
order differential equations, which differ for a - x - b and x ) b. The
boundary conditions at x s a and x s b are derived by a careful analysis
of the difference equations for p  l . for i s C y j and i s C y R y j,i
 .j s O 1 , and matching of asymptotic expansions.
If k s 1, so that the primary and secondary calls have the same mean
0. .holding times, the equations for m x uncouple, and the leading terms in0
the asymptotic approximations to B and B are obtained explicitly. If1 2
w xt s 1 also, these results agree with those derived by Mitra and Gibbens 8 ,
who asymptotically expanded the exact expressions for B and B , which1 2
are readily obtained when both k s 1 and t s 1.
When k / 1 the analysis is much more complicated, because of the
 l . .coupling of the equations for m x , l G 0. Nevertheless, infinitely many0
solutions to the difference-differential equations are obtained, in terms of
parabolic cylinder functions, those for x ) b being derived as power series
in g . It is then shown how to recursively determine the terms in the
expansions in powers of g of the coefficients in the linear combinations of
these solutions, so that the boundary and normalization conditions are
satisfied. The first two terms in powers of g in the lowest order asymptotic
approximations to B and B are derived explicitly.1 2
It is next shown that the solutions of the difference-differential equa-
tions for x ) b , which were derived as power series in g , may be expressed
in finite form, as are the solutions for a - x - b. An alternate approach
to expanding in powers of g , for small g , is to truncate the infinite system
of equations for the coefficients in the linear combinations of the solu-
tions.
’ .  .It is found, generally, that B s O 1r l and B s O 1 . We remark1 2
that, in a large network, traffic which is rerouted, because of a busy link on
its direct route, has many alternate links on which to find enough unre-
served circuits available. Hence the overall blocking probability for sec-
ondary traffic will be sufficiently small.
’ ’ .  .  .If R s O 1 , so that b y a s O 1r l , then B s O 1r l . This2
case is investigated for completeness, and a composite approximation to
’ .  .B which is valid for both R s O l and R s O 1 is derived.2
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w xLastly, the correctness of an approximation proposed by Roberts 12 is
investigated, in the asymptotic regime under consideration. The approxi-
mation involves a recurrence for the steady-state distribution of the
number of busy circuits. If R s 0, so that there is no trunk reservation,
then the recurrence is exact. It is also exact if R ) 0 and both k s 1 and
t s 1. It is shown that asymptotically, to lowest order, Roberts' approxima-
tion is correct for k s 1 and t ) 1, also. However, for small g , it is not
asymptotically correct if k / 1, as is shown by considering the linear terms
in g in the power series expansions. Interestingly, Roberts' approximation
corresponds to truncation with just 2 coefficients in the scheme discussed
previously. Truncation with more coefficients leads to refinements of
Roberts' approximation. Finally, it is shown that Roberts' approximation is
 .asymptotically correct, to lowest order, when R s O 1 .
The paper is organized as follows. In Section 2 the problem is formu-
lated, and the coupled system of difference equations for the marginal
moments is obtained. In Section 3 the approximating difference-differen-
tial equations, and corresponding boundary conditions, are derived for the
asymptotic regime under consideration. The explicit results for k s 1 are
also given. In Section 4 infinitely many solutions to the difference-differen-
tial equations are derived, and it is shown how to recursively determine the
terms in the expansions in powers of g of the coefficients. In Section 5 the
first two terms in the power series expansions are obtained explicitly. In
Section 6 the solutions of the difference-differential equations are ex-
pressed in finite form, and the equations for the coefficients are derived.
 .The truncation scheme is also introduced. In Section 7 the case R s O 1
w xis analyzed. In Section 8 the approximation proposed by Roberts 12 is
investigated. Finally, in Section 9 the results are summarized.
2. FORMULATION
 .For the model described in the previous section, let p n , n denote the1 2
steady-state probability that n primary and n secondary calls are in1 2
 .progress, and let I ? be the indicator function. Then, by standard argu-
ments,
lI n q tn q 1 F C q n I n q tn q t F C y R q n q k n .  .1 2 1 2 1 2
=p n , n .1 2
s lI n G 1 p n y 1, n .  .1 1 2
q n I n q tn F C y R I n G 1 .  .1 2 2
=p n , n y 1 .1 2
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q I n q tn q 1 F C n q 1 p n q 1, n .  .  .1 2 1 1 2
q k I n q tn q t F C I tn q t F C y R n q 1 .  .  .1 2 2 2
=p n , n q 1 , 2.1 .  .1 2
n G 0, 0 F tn F C y R , n q tn F C.1 2 1 2
 .The normalization condition is  p n , n s 1. We let1 2
n q tn s i , p n , n s p i , n . 2.2 .  .  .1 2 1 2 2
Then
lI i q 1 F C q n I i q t F C y R q i q k y t n p i , n .  .  .  .2 2
s lI tn q 1 F i p i y 1, n .  .2 2
q n I i F C y R I n G 1 p i y t , n y 1 .  .  .2 2
q I i q 1 F C i q 1 y tn p i q 1, n .  .  .2 2
q k I i q t F C I tn q t F C y R n q 1 p i q t , n q 1 , .  .  .  .2 2 2
2.3 .
0 F tn F min i , C y R , 0 F i F C. .2
We introduce the generating function
? @ ? . @.min irt , CyR rt
n2p z s p i , n z . 2.4 .  .  .i 2
n s02
 . n2If we multiply 2.3 by z and sum on n we obtain2
dp i
lI i q 1 F C q n I i q t F C y R q i p z q k y t z .  .  .  .i dz
s lI i G 1 p z q n zI i F C y R I i G t p z .  .  .  .  .iy1 iyt
dp iq1q I i q 1 F C i q 1 p z y tz .  .  .iq1 dz
dp iq tq k I i q t F C , 2.5 .  .
dz
for 0 F i F C. If we sum on i we find that
CyRyt C Cdp dp dpi i 0
n 1 y z p z s k y z q tz . 2.6 .  .  .  i  /dz dz dzis0 ist is0
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 .But, from 2.4 , we have
dp i s 0, 0 F i F t y 1. 2.7 .
dz
 .  .Hence, if we use 2.7 in 2.6 and divide by 1 y z,
CyRyt C Cdp dpi i
n p z s k s k . 2.8 .  .  i dz dzis0 ist is0
We now define
dlp i l .p s 1 . 2.9 .  .i ldz
 .Then, from 2.5 , we obtain
 l .lI i q 1 F C q n I i q t F C y R q i p .  .. i
q k y t p  lq1. q lp  l . .  .i i
s lI i G 1 p  l . q n I i F C y R I i G t p  l . q lp  ly1. .  .  .  .iy1 iyt iyt
 l .  lq1.q I i q 1 F C i q 1 y tl p y tp .  . iq1 iq1
q k I i q t F C p  lq1. . 2.10 .  .iq t
The normalization condition is
C
0.p s 1. 2.11 . i
is0
 .Also, from 2.8 , we have
CyRyt C
 l .  lq1.n p s k p . 2.12 . i i
is0 is0
This relationship will be important later on. The blocking probabilities B1
and B for the primary and secondary traffic, respectively, are2
C
0. 0.B s p , B s p , 2.13 .1 C 2 i
isCyRytq1
0.  .since p is the probability that i circuits are busy. For l s 0, 2.12i
 .  . w ximplies that n 1 y B s kE n , which is Little's result 6 for the sec-2 2
ondary calls.
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This completes the formulation of the problem. If R s 0, so that there
 . w xis no trunk reservation, then 2.1 has the product-form solution 5
n2n1l nrk .
p n , n s , 2.14 .  .1 2 Gn !n !1 2
 .  .where G is the normalization constant. It follows from 2.4 and 2.9 , that
ln
 l . 0.p s I i G tl p R s 0 . 2.15 .  .  .i iyt l /k
 .It may be verified that, for R s 0, 2.10 is satisfied if
n t
0. 0. 0.jp s lI j G 1 p q I j G t p , 1 F j F C. 2.16 .  .  .j jy1 jytk
w xThis corresponds to the recurrence derived independently by Kaufman 3
w xand Roberts 11 , for multiple classes of calls, without trunk reservation.
3. ASYMPTOTIC ANALYSIS
We now consider the asymptotic regime in which
’ ’ ’C s l y a l , R s b y a l , n s g l ; l c 1, 3.1 .  .
 .where b ) a , g ) 0, and a , b , and g are O 1 . We let
ly1 l .  l .’ ’i s l y x l , p s l m x . 3.2 .  .i
Then,
1 tly1 ly1 l .  l .  l .  l .’ ’p s l m x . , p s l m x . . 3.3 .i"1 i" t /  /’ ’l l
We assume that
1
 l .  l .  l .m x ; m x q m x q ??? . 3.4 .  .  .  .0 1’l
’  .It we expand in powers of 1r l in 2.10 , then to lowest order we obtain
d2 m l . dm l . dm lq1.0 0 0 l .q x q 1 y k l m x s t k y 1 , .  .  .02 dx dxdx
a - x - b , 3.5 .
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and
d2 m l . dm l .0 0  l .q x q g t q 1 y k l m x .  .  .02 dxdx
dm lq1.0  ly1.s t k y 1 y g lm x , x ) b . 3.6 .  .  .0dx
In the neighborhoods of x s a and x s b we must examine the
difference equations, to obtain boundary conditions and interface condi-
’ .  .tions for 3.5 and 3.6 . First, with x y a s jr l , we let
ly1 l .  l .’p s l q , j G 0, j s O 1 . 3.7 .  .Cy j j
 .Then, from 2.10 ,
a j 1 l
 l .  lq1.  l .I j G 1 q 1 y y q q k y t q q q .  .j j j /’ ’l ll l
a 1 y tl y j t .
 l .  l .  lq1.s q q I j G 1 1 y q q y q .jq1 jy1 jy1 5’ ’ll l
k
 lq1.q I j G t q . 3.8 .  .jy t’l
We assume that
1 1
 l .  l .  l .  l .q ; q q q q q q ??? . 3.9 .j j , 0 j , 1 j , 2’ ll
To lowest order we obtain
q l . y q l . s I j G 1 q l . y q l . , 3.10 .  . .jq1, 0 j , 0 j , 0 jy1, 0
and hence that
q l . s q l . , j G 0. 3.11 .j , 0 0, 0
 .To the next order, if we use 3.11 , we find that
q l . y q l . y I j G 1 q l . y q l . .  .jq1, 1 j , 1 j , 1 jy1, 1
 lq1.  l .  lq1.s k 1 y I j G t q y 1 y I j G 1 a q q tq . 3.12 .  .  .0, 0 0, 0 0, 0
Hence, after summation, we obtain
q l . y q l . s t k y 1 q lq1. y a q l . , j G t . 3.13 .  .j , 1 jy1, 1 0, 0 0, 0
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 l .  l . ’ .  .  .  .But, from 3.1 , 3.2 , and 3.7 , q s m a q jr l , so that for j c 1,j’jr l g 1
1
 l .  l .  l .q q q q ??? ; m a q .j , 0 j , 1 0’l
 l .1 dm0 l .q m a q q j a q q ??? . .  .1’ dxl
3.14 .
From this matching of the expansions we deduce that
dm l .0 l .  l .  l .  l .q s m a q , q s m a q q j a q , j c 1. .  .  .j , 0 0 j , 1 1 dx
3.15 .
 .  .Hence, from 3.11 and 3.13 , we have
q l . s m l . a q , 3.16 .  .0, 0 0
and the boundary conditions
dm l .0  l .  lq1.a q q a m a q s t k y 1 m a q . 3.17 .  .  .  .  .0 0dx
 .  .An important consequence of 3.5 and 3.17 for l s 0 is
dm0.0 0. 1.q xm x s t k y 1 m x , a - x - b . 3.18 .  .  .  .0 0dx
’Now we consider the neighborhood of x s b and, with x y b s jr l ,
we let
ly1 l .  l .’p s l p , j s O 1 . 3.19 .  .Cy Ryj j
 .Then, from 2.10 ,
b j g 1 l
 l .  lq1.  l .2 y y q I j G t p q k y t p q p .  .j j j /’ ’ ’l ll l l
g l
 l .  l .  ly1.s p q I j G 0 p q p .jq1 jqt jqt /’ ’l l
b 1 y tl y j t k .
 l .  lq1.  lq1.q 1 y q p y p q p .jy1 jy1 jyt’ ’ ’ll l l
3.20 .
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We assume that
1 1
 l .  l .  l .  l .p ; p q p q p q ??? . 3.21 .j j , 0 j , 1 j , 2’ ll
To lowest order we obtain
p l . y p l . s p l . y p l . . 3.22 .jq1, 0 j , 0 j , 0 jy1, 0
 l .  l . ’ .  .  .  .But, from 3.1 , 3.2 , and 3.19 , p s m b q jr l , and matching forj
 l .’< < < <  .j c 1, j r l g 1 implies that m x is continuous at x s b , and0
p l . s m l . b . 3.23 .  .j , 0 0
 .To the next order, if we use 3.23 , we find that
 l .  l .  l .  l .  l .p y p y p y p s yg I j G 0 y I j G t m b . .  .  . .  .jq1, 1 j , 1 j , 1 jy1, 1 0
3.24 .
Hence,
p l . y p l . s p l . y p l . , j F 0, 3.25 .j , 1 jy1, 1 0, 1 y1, 1
p l . y p l . s p l . y p l . , j G t , 3.26 .j , 1 jy1, 1 t , 1 ty1, 1
and
p l . y p l . s p l . y p l . y g tm l . b . 3.27 .  .t , 1 ty1, 1 0, 1 y1, 1 0
’< <Matching of the next order terms for j r l g 1 implies that
dm l .0 l .  l .p s m b y q j b y , yj c 1, 3.28 .  .  .j , 1 1 dx
and
dm l .0 l .  l .p s m b q q j b q , j c 1. 3.29 .  .  .j , 1 1 dx
 .  .From 3.25 ] 3.29 we obtain the conditions
dm l . dm l .0 0 l .b q q g tm b s b y . 3.30 .  .  .  .0dx dx
 l . .We assume that m x is integrable. In fact, it will decay exponentially0
 .  .  .as x ª `. Then, to lowest order, from 2.11 , 3.1 , and 3.2 , and the
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w xEuler]Maclaurin summation formula 1 , we have
`
0.m x dx s 1. 3.31 .  .H 0
a
 .Similarly, from 2.12 , we obtain
` `
 l .  ly1.k m x dx s g m x dx , l G 1. 3.32 .  .  .H H0 0
a b
 .  .If we integrate 3.5 and use 3.17 , we find that
dm l . b0  l .  lq1.  l .b y q b m b y t k y 1 m b s k l m x dx. .  .  .  .  .H0 0 0dx a
3.33 .
 .Similarly, from 3.6 ,
dm l .0  l .  lq1.b q q b q g t m b y t k y 1 m b .  .  .  .  .0 0dx
`
 ly1.  l .s l g m x y k m x dx. 3.34 .  .  .H 0 0
b
 .  .  .Hence 3.32 implies 3.30 for l G 1, and 3.32 will be more convenient to
 .  .  .  .use. Moreover, for l s 0, 3.33 and 3.34 imply 3.30 , so that 3.30 is
 .  .redundant if we use 3.32 . Also, for l s 0, we deduce from 3.6 that
dm0.0 0. 1.q x q g t m x s t k y 1 m x , x ) b . 3.35 .  .  .  .  .0 0dx
 .  .  .  .From 2.13 , 3.7 , 3.9 , and 3.16 we obtain
1 1 1
0. 0.B s q s m a q q O , 3.36 .  .1 0 0  /’ ’ ll l
 .  .and from 3.2 and 3.4 , and the Euler]Maclaurin summation formula, we
obtain
1b 0.B s m x dx q O . 3.37 .  .H2 0  /’la
These are asymptotic approximations to the blocking probabilities.
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0. .  .  .If k s 1 we may determine m x directly. From 3.18 and 3.35 we0
obtain
beyx
2 r2 , a - x - b ,0.m x s . 3.38 .  .0 2y1 r2. xqg t . ae , x ) b .
0. .The continuity of m x at x s b implies that0
aey1r2. bqg t .
2 s beyb 2 r2 . 3.39 .
 .Finally, from the normalization condition 3.31 ,
2 2 2ya r2 yb r2 y1r2. bqg t .b e W a y e W b q ae W b q g t s 1, .  .  .0 0 0
3.40 .
where
` 2y¨ r2 yy¨W y s e e d¨ . 3.41 .  .H0
0
 .  .Hence, from 3.39 and 3.40 ,
2 2 2ya r2 yb r2 yb r2b e W a y e W b q e W b q g t s 1. 3.42 .  .  .  .0 0 0
 .  .From 3.36 and 3.37 , the approximations to the blocking probabilities
are
b 12ya r2B s e q O ,1  /’ ll
3.43 .
12 2ya r2 yb r2B s b e W a y e W b q O . .  .2 0 0  /’l
w xIf t s 1, these results agree with those derived by Mitra and Gibbens 8 ,
 .after correction of a misprint in their Eq. 3.35 . They derived their results
by asymptotically expanding the exact expressions for B and B , which1 2
are readily obtained when both k s 1 and t s 1.
4. SOLUTION IN POWERS OF g
We first derive infinitely many solutions to the difference-differential
 .  .equations 3.5 and 3.6 , for k / 1. We then show how to recursively
determine the terms in the expansions in powers of g of the coefficients in
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the linear combinations of these solutions, so that the boundary and
normalization conditions are satisfied. We note that 0 - g g 1 corre-
’ .sponds to a secondary arrival rate that is smaller than O l .
w xThe solutions are given in terms of parabolic cylinder functions 7
 .D x , which satisfys
2d d 2yx r4q x q 1 q s e D x s 0, 4.1 .  .s2 /dxdx
and
d 2 2yx r4 yx r4e D x s ye D x . 4.2 .  .  .s sq1dx
yx 2 r4  .  .  .It follows that f e D "x is a solution of 3.5 if m y l f "l 1yk .myl l
tf s 0. Hence, we obtainlq1
yx 2 r4 ` me g
 l .m x s . 0 l m y l !t  .msl
=
ly1 b g D x .  .  .m 1yk .myl
qc g D yx , a - x - b . 4.3 .  .  .m 1yk .myl
 .  .We have written the coefficients in 4.3 in this way since, from 3.31 and
 .  l . .  l.  .  .3.32 , we expect m x to be O g . Since b g and c g occur only in0 0 0
0. .m x , and0
D x s eyx 2 r4 s D yx , 4.4 .  .  .0 0
 .  .we take c g ' 0, without loss of generality. We note that D x and0 yk l
 . w xD yx are independent for l G 1. Now 7 ,yk l
D x y xD x q s D x s 0, 4.5 .  .  .  .sq1 s sy1
 .  .so it is readily verified that 4.3 satisfies 3.18 , when l s 0.
 . `  l . . rNext, we look for solutions of 3.6 of the form  g x g . Then,rs0 r
d2 g  l . dg  l . dg  lq1.0 0 0 l .q x q 1 y k l g x y t k y 1 s 0, 4.6 .  .  .  .02 dx dxdx
and
d2 g  l . dg  l . dg  lq1.rq1 rq1 rq1 l .q x q 1 y k l g x y t k y 1 .  .  .rq12 dx dxdx
dg  l .r  ly1.s yt y lg x , r G 0. 4.7 .  .rdx
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yx 2 r4  .  .We have shown that f e D x is a solution of 4.6 , where ml, 0 1yk .myl
is a nonnegative integer, and
ly1 .
f s . 4.8 .l , 0 lt m y l ! .
yx 2 r4  .For x ) b we exclude the solution proportional to e D yx ,1yk .myl
yx 2 r4  .  .since e D yx is not integrable as x ª ` for m ) 0. From 4.1yk m
 . yx 2 r4  .  .and 4.2 , it follows that f e D x is a solution of 4.7 ifl, r 1yk .mqryl
k y 1 m y l y r y 1 f q t k y 1 f s tf y lf . .  .  .l , rq1 lq1, rq1 l , r ly1, r
4.9 .
 .  .It may be verified that 4.8 and 4.9 are satisifed by
l ry1 t 1 . m q rf s y . 4.10 .l , r l  / / rk m q r y l !t  .
 .Hence, if we let r s s y m, we obtain the solution of 3.6 in the form
l sym s` `y1 t g a g .  .ms l .m x s y .  0 l  / / mk s y l !t  .ms0  .ssmax l , m
=eyx
2 r4 D x , x ) b . 4.11 .  .sy lyk m
 .  .  .  .It may be shown, with the help of 4.2 and 4.5 , that 4.11 satisfies 3.35 .
 .In Section 6 we express the sum on s in 4.11 in finite form, but here
we are interested in expansions in powers of g . We let
`
ka g s a g , 4.12 .  .m m , k
ks0
and
`
 l .  l . nm x s m x g . 4.13 .  .  .0 0, n
nsl
 .Then, from 4.11 , we obtain
l symn ny1 t a . m , nyss l .m x s y .  0, n l  / / mk s y l !t  .ms0  .ssmax l , m
=eyx
2 r4 D x , x ) b . 4.14 .  .sy lyk m
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Similarly, we let
` `
k kb g s b g , c g s c g . 4.15 .  .  . m m , k m m , k
ks0 ks0
 .Then, from 4.3 ,
yx 2 r4 ne 1
 l .m x s . 0, n l m y l !t  .msl
=
ly1 b D x .  .m , nym 1yk .myl
qc D yx , a - x - b . 4.16 .  .m , nym 1yk .myl
 .It remains to determine the coefficients in the expansions in 4.12 and
 .4.15 .
 l .  .We first derive the conditions imposed on m x . Since we have shown0, n
 .  .  .that 4.3 satisfies 3.18 , the boundary condition 3.17 holds for l s 0, and
it implies that
dm l .0, n  l .  lq1.a q q a m a q s t k y 1 I n G l q 1 m a q , .  .  .  .  .0, n 0, ndx
n G l G 1. 4.17 .
 l . .Next, from the continuity of m x at x s b , we have0
m l . b y s m l . b q , n G l G 0. 4.18 .  .  .0, n 0, n
 .  .We pointed out in Section 3 that 3.30 is redundant if we use 3.32 , which
implies that
` `
 l .  ly1.k m x dx s m x dx , n G l G 1. 4.19 .  .  .H H0, n 0, ny1
a b
 .Finally, from 3.31 , we obtain
`
0.m x dx s I n s 0 , n G 0. 4.20 .  .  .H 0, n
a
 .  .  l .  .We now use the expressions in 4.14 and 4.16 for m x to obtain the0, n
conditions imposed on the coefficients.
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 .  .  .From 4.17 , with the help of 4.2 and 4.5 , we obtain
n 1 lq1y1 b D a .  . m , nym 1yk .myly1m y l ! .msl
qc D ya s 0, n G l G 1. 4.21 .  .m , nym 1yk .myly1
 .Next, from 4.18 , we have
n 1 ly1 b D b q c D yb .  .  . m , nym 1yk .myl m , nym 1yk .mylm y l ! .msl
symn n t am , nysl ss y1 y D b , .  .  sy lyk m / / mk s y l ! .ms0  .ssmax l , m
n G l G 0. 4.22 .
 .  .  .From 4.19 , with the help of 4.2 , 4.21 , and some algebra, we find that
n 1 lq1y1 b D b .  . m , nym 1yk .myly1m y l ! .msl
qc D yb .m , nym 1yk .myly1
symn n tlq1 s y 1s y1 y .    / / m y 1kms1  .ssmax l , m
am , nys
= D b , n G l G 1. 4.23 .  .sy lyk my1s y l ! .
 .Finally, from 4.20 , we obtain
n 1 2 2ya r4 yb r4b e D a y e D b .  .  m , nym 1yk .my1 1yk .my1m!ms0
2 2ya r4 yb r4yc e D ya y e D yb .  . 5m , nym 1yk .my1 1yk .my1
symn n t a2 m , nysyb r4q e y D b s I n s 0 , .  .  syk my1 /k m! s y m ! .ssmms0
n G 0. 4.24 .
 .Since we took c g ' 0, we have0
c s 0, k G 0. 4.25 .0, k
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 .  .From 4.21 ] 4.24 , for l s n, n y 1, . . . , 0, n s 0, 1, . . . , we recursively
obtain equations for a and b , k s 0, . . . , n and, for n G 1, fornyk , k nyk , k
 .  .  .c , k s 0, . . . , n y 1. From 3.36 , 3.37 , and 4.13 , asymptotic ap-nyk , k
proximations to the blocking probabilities are
`1 1
0. nB s m a q g q O , 4.26 .  .1 0, n  /’ ll ns0
and
` 1b 0. nB s m x dx g q O . 4.27 .  . H2 0, n /  /’lans0
 .But, from 4.16 , we have
n 120. ya r4m a q s e . 0, n m!ms0
= b D a q c D ya , 4.28 .  .  .m , nym 1yk .m m , nym 1yk .m
and
n 1b 0.m x dx s . H 0, n m!a ms0
=
2ya r4b e D a . m , nym 1yk .my1
2yb r4ye D b .1yk .my1
2ya r4yc e D ya .m , nym 1yk .my1
2yb r4ye D yb . 4.29 .  .51yk .my1
5. THE FIRST TWO TERMS
We now derive the first two terms in the power series expansions in
 .  .  .  .4.26 and 4.27 . First, from 4.22 and 4.24 with n s 0, since c s 0,0, 0
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we obtain
b y a D b s 0, 5.1 .  .  .0, 0 0, 0 0
and
2 2 2ya r4 yb r4 yb r4b e D a y e D b q a e D b s 1. 5.2 .  .  .  .0, 0 y1 y1 0, 0 y1
Hence,
a s b , b eya 2 r4 D a s 1. 5.3 .  .0, 0 0, 0 0, 0 y1
 . w xWe note, from 4.4 and the integral representation 7
yx 2 r4
`e 2ysy1 y¨ r2 yx¨D x s ¨ e e d¨ , s - 0, 5.4 .  .Hs G ys . 0
 .that D x is positive for s F 0 and x real.s
 .  .Next, from 4.21 ] 4.23 with n s 1 and l s 1, we have
b D a q c D ya s 0, 5.5 .  .  .1, 0 yky1 1, 0 yky1
t
b y a D b y c D yb s y a D b , 5.6 .  .  .  .  .1, 0 1, 0 yk 1, 0 yk 0, 0 0k
and
b y a D b q c D yb s 0. 5.7 .  .  .  .1, 0 1, 0 yky1 1, 0 yky1
w xBut 7 ,
x
XD x q D x y s D x s 0, 5.8 .  .  .  .s s sy12
w xand 2
’2p
X XD x D yx q D yx D x s y , 5.9 .  .  .  .  .s s s s G ys .
where the prime denotes differentiation with respect to the argument.
 w x .Note the misprint in the expression for the Wronskian in 7, p. 327 .
Hence, we find that
’2p
D x D yx q D yx D x s . 5.10 .  .  .  .  .yk yky1 yk yky1 k G k .
 .  .  .  .Then, from 4.4 , 5.3 , 5.6 , and 5.7 , we obtain
tG k . 2yb r4c s b e D b , 5.11 .  .1, 0 0, 0 yky1’2p
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and
tG k . 2yb r4a y b s b e D yb . 5.12 .  .1, 0 1, 0 0, 0 yky1’2p
 .  .From 5.5 and 5.11 , we have
tG k D ya .  .2 yky1yb r4b s yb e D b . 5.13 .  .1, 0 0, 0 yky1’ D a .2p yky1
 .  .Next, from 4.22 and 4.24 with n s 1 and l s 0, since c s 0, we0, 1
obtain
b D b q b D b q c D yb .  .  .0, 1 0 1, 0 1yk 1, 0 1yk
t
s a D b y a D b q a D b , 5.14 .  .  .  .0, 1 0 0, 0 1 1, 0 1ykk
and
2 2ya r4 yb r4b e D a y e D b .  .0, 1 y1 y1
2 2ya r4 yb r4q b e D a y e D b .  .1, 0 yk yk
2 2ya r4 yb r4y c e D ya y e D yb .  .1, 0 yk yk
t2yb r4q e a D b y a D b q a D b s 0. .  .  .0, 1 y1 0, 0 0 1, 0 ykk
5.15 .
 .  .  .But, from 4.5 , 5.6 , and 5.7 , we find that
t
b y a D b q c D yb s y a D b , 5.16 .  .  .  .  .1, 0 1, 0 1yk 1, 0 1yk 0, 0 1k
 .and hence 5.14 implies that
a s b . 5.17 .0, 1 0, 1
 .  .  .Now 5.15 reduces, with the help of 5.6 and 5.17 , to
b D a q b D a y c D ya s 0. 5.18 .  .  .  .0, 1 y1 1, 0 yk 1, 0 yk
 .  .  .From 5.10 , 5.11 , and 5.13 , we obtain
t D b .2 yky1yb r4b D a s b e . 5.19 .  .0, 1 y1 0, 0 k D a .yky1
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We now calculate the first two terms in the power series expansions in
 .  .  .4.26 and 4.27 . From 4.28 , since c s 0, we have0, 0
m0. a q s b eya 2 r4 D a s b eya 2 r2 , 5.20 .  .  .0, 0 0, 0 0 0, 0
 .where b is given by 5.3 . Also, since c s 0,0, 0 0, 1
20. ya r4m a q s e b D a q b D a q c D ya . .  .  .  .0, 1 0, 1 0 1, 0 1yk 1, 0 1yk
5.21 .
 .  .  .But, from 4.5 , 5.5 , and 5.18 , we find that
b D a q c D ya s yb aD a . 5.22 .  .  .  .1, 0 1yk 1, 0 1yk 0, 1 y1
 .  .  .  .Hence, from 4.5 , 5.19 , 5.21 , and 5.22 , we obtain
t D b D a .  .2 2 yky1 y20. ya r4 yb r4m a q s b e e . 5.23 .  .0, 1 0, 0 k D a D a .  .yky1 y1
 .Next, from 4.29 , since c s 0, we have0, 0
b 2 20. ya r4 yb r4m x dx s b e D a y e D b , 5.24 .  .  .  .H 0, 0 0, 0 y1 y1
a
 .and, with the help of 5.18 , and since c s 0,0, 1
b 20. yb r4m x dx s e c D yb y b D b y b D b . .  .  .  .H 0, 1 1, 0 yk 1, 0 yk 0, 1 y1
a
5.25 .
 .  .  .From 5.11 , 5.13 , and 5.19 , we obtain
b 0.m x dx .H 0, 1
a
D b G k .  .2 yky1yb r2s b te D a D yb .  .0, 0 yky1 yk ’D a . 2pyky1
D b .y1qD ya D b y . 5.26 .  .  .yky1 yk 5kD a .y1
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 .With the help of 5.10 , we may write this in the form
b 0.m x dx .H 0, 1
a
tG k . 2yb r2s b e D b .0, 0 yky1’2p
=
D b .y1
D yb y D ya .  .yk yk D a .y1
D ya D b .  .yky1 y1q D b y D a . 5.27 .  .  .yk yk 5D a D a .  .yky1 y1
In the remainder of this section we consider the case k s 1, and show
that the above results are consistent with those at the end of Section 3.
 .  .Then, from 5.3 and 5.23 , we have
m0. a q s b2 teya 2 r2 eyb 2 r4 D b , 5.28 .  .  .0, 1 0, 0 y2
 .and, from 5.27 ,
tb 2 20. 2 ya r4 yb r2m x dx s b e e D b .  .H 0, 1 0, 0 y2’2pa
= D a D yb y D b D ya . 5.29 .  .  .  .  .y1 y1 y1 y1
w xBut 7 ,
2x r4’D yx s 2p e y D x . 5.30 .  .  .y1 y1
Hence, we obtain
b 2 2 20. 2 yb r4 ya r4 yb r4m x dx s b te D b e D a y e D b . .  .  .  .H 0, 1 0, 0 y2 y1 y1
a
5.31 .
 .  .  .From 4.26 , 5.20 , and 5.28 , we have
b 12 20, 0 ya r2 yb r4 2B s e 1 q g b te D b q O g q O , 5.32 .  . .1 0, 0 y2  /’ ll
 .  .  .and, from 4.27 , 5.24 , and 5.31 ,
2 2ya r4 yb r4B s b e D a y e D b .  .2 0, 0 y1 y1
=
12yb r4 21 q g b te D b q O g q O . 5.33 .  . .0, 0 y2  /’l
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 .  .But, from 3.41 and 5.4 ,
D x s eyx 2 r4W x , D x s yeyx 2 r4W X x . 5.34 .  .  .  .  .y1 0 y2 0
 .  .Hence, from 3.42 and 5.3 , we find that
2yb r4 2b s b 1 q g b te D b q O g . 5.35 .  . .0, 0 0, 0 y2
 .  .  .Thus 5.32 and 5.33 are consistent with 3.43 .
6. AN ALTERNATE APPROACH
 .We will now express the sum on s in 4.11 in finite form. If we let
s s m q r, and define
l 2r yx r4`y1 yg t e . m q r l .M x s . m l  / / rk m q r y l !t  . .rsmax lym , 0
=D x , 6.1 .  .1yk .mqryl
and
A g s g ma g , 6.2 .  .  .m m
then
`
 l .  l .m x s A g M x , x ) b . 6.3 .  .  .  .0 m m
ms0
But,
l mqr` `m q r ! d y .
r lymy D x s y D x , .  . sqr sqr /r ! m q r y l ! dy r ! . . rs0rsmax lym , 0
6.4 .
w xand 7
` ry2 2yx r4 y1r4. xyy .e D x s e D x y y . 6.5 .  .  . sqr sr !rs0
 .  .  .  .From 4.2 , 6.1 , 6.4 , and 6.5 , we obtain
l 2lyk y1r4. xqg trk . .min l , my1 yg t e . l l .M x s . m l  / / kk m y k !t  .ks0
=
g t
D x q . 6.6 .1yk .myk  /k
 .We have verified directly that this satisfies 3.6 .
We let
B g s g mb g , C g s g mc g , C g s 0. 6.7 .  .  .  .  .  .m m m m 0
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 .Then, from 4.3 ,
` yx 2 r41 e l l .m x s y1 B g D x .  .  .  .0 m 1yk .myll m y l !t  .msl
qC g D yx , .  .m 1yk .myl
a - x - b . 6.8 .
It remains to satisfy the boundary and normalization conditions. Since we
 .  .  .have shown that 4.3 satisfies 3.18 , the boundary condition 3.17 holds
 .  .for l s 0 and, with the help of 4.2 and 4.5 , we find that
` 1 lq1y1 B g D a .  .  . m 1yk .myly1m y l ! .msl
qC g D ya s 0, l G 1. 6.9 .  .  .m 1yk .myly1
 .  .  .  l . .From 6.3 , 6.6 , and 6.8 , and the continuity of m x at x s b , we have0
` yb 2 r4e ly1 B g D b q C g D yb .  .  .  .  . m 1yk .myl m 1yk .mylm y l ! .msl
lyk 2y1 r4. bqg trk . .min l , m` yg t el ls y1 A g .  . m  / / kk m y k ! .ms0 ks0
g t
=D b q , l G 0. 6.10 .1yk .myk  /k
 .  .We pointed out in Section 3 that 3.30 is redundant if we use 3.32 . From
 .  .  .  .  .  .3.32 , 6.3 , 6.6 , and 6.8 , with the help of 4.2 , 6.9 , and some algebra,
we obtain
` yb 2 r4e lq1y1 B g D b .  .  . m 1yk .myly1m y l ! .msl
qC g D yb .  .m 1yk .myly1
lyk 2y1 r4. bqg trk . .min l , m` yg t elq1 l y 1s y1 A g .  . m  / / k y 1k m y k ! .ms1 ks1
g t
=D b q , l G 1. 6.11 .1yk .myky1  /k
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 .Finally, from 3.31 , we find that
` 1 2 2ya r4 yb r4B g e D a y e D b .  .  .  m 1yk .my1 1yk .my1m!ms0
2 2ya r4 yb r4yC g e D ya y e D yb .  .  . 5m 1yk .my1 1yk .my1
` A g g t .2 my1r4. bqg trk .q e D b q s 1. 6.12 . 1yk .my1  /m! kms0
 .We have shown that the coefficients in the representations 6.3 and
 .  .  .  .6.8 , with C g s 0, satisfy 6.9 ] 6.12 . Asymptotic approximations to0
 .  .the blocking probabilities B and B are given by 3.36 and 3.37 . Hence,1 2
 .from 6.8 , we obtain
ya 2 r4 `e 1
B s B g D a q C g D ya .  .  .  .1 m 1yk .m m 1yk .m’ m!l ms0
1
q O , 6.13 . /l
 .  .  .and, with the help of 4.2 and 6.12 , or equivalently 3.31 ,
` A g g t 1 .2 my1r4. bqg trk .B s 1 y e D b q q O .2 1yk .my1  /  /’m! k lms0
6.14 .
 .  .  .From 6.2 and 6.7 , and the results of Section 4, we know that A g ,m
 .  .  m.B g , and C g are all O g , for small g . Instead of expanding inm m
powers of g as in Sections 4, we may truncate the infinite systems of Eqs.
 .  .  .  .6.9 ] 6.11 at l s L, and in 6.9 ] 6.12 set
A g , B g , C g .  .  . .m m m
AL. g , BL. g , C L. g , 0 F m F L, .  .  . .m m ms 6.15 . 0, m ) L,
L. .  .  .with C g s 0. In particular, if L s 0 then 6.10 and 6.12 imply that0
g t2 20. yb r4 0. y1r4. bqg trk .B g e D b s A g e D b q , 6.16 .  .  .  .0 0 0 0  /k
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and
2 20. ya r4 yb r4B g e D a y e D b .  .  .0 y1 y1
g t20. y1r4. bqg trk .q A g e D b q s 1. 6.17 .  .0 y1  /k
 .  .  .  .Corresponding to this truncation, from 4.4 , 6.3 , 6.6 , and 6.8 , we have
B0. g eyx
2 r2 , a - x - b , .00.m x f 6.18 .  .0 20. y1r2. xqg trk . A g e , x ) b . .0
In Section 8 we investigate an ad hoc approximation proposed by Roberts
w x  .12 , in the asymptotic regime 3.1 . We show that the lowest order term in
the asymptotic expansion corresponds precisely to truncation at L s 0.
Truncation for larger values of L leads to refinements of Roberts' approxi-
mation.
 .7. THE CASE R s O 1
 . We now consider the asymptotic regime 3.1 , but with R s b y
’ ’.  .  .  .a l s O 1 , so that b y a s O 1r l . Hence, from 3.37 , B s2’ .  .O 1r l . The differential equations 3.6 still hold, but we must examine
the difference equations in the neighborhood of x s b ; a , to determine
 .the blocking probabilities B and B , as given by 2.13 . We let1 2
ly1 l .  l .’p s l r , j G yR , j s O 1 . 7.1 .  .Cy Ryj j
 .Then, from 2.10 ,
b j g
 l .I j G 1 y R q 1 y y q I j G t r .  . j’ ’ll l
1 l
 lq1.  l .q k y t r q r . j j /’ ll
g l
 l .  l .  ly1.s r q I j G 0 r q r .jq1 jqt jqt /’ ’l l
b 1 y tl y j t .
 l .  lq1.q I j G 1 y R 1 y q r y r . jy1 jy1 5’ ’ll l
k
 lq1.q I j G t y R r . 7.2 .  .jy t’l
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We assume that
1 1
 l .  l .  l .  l .r ; r q r q r q ??? . 7.3 .j j , 0 j , 1 j , 2’ ll
To lowest order we obtain
r  l . y r  l . s I j G 1 y R r  l . y r  l . , 7.4 .  . .jq1, 0 j , 0 j , 0 jy1, 0
and hence that
r  l . s r  l . , j G yR . 7.5 .j , 0 yR , 0
 .To the next order, if we use 7.5 , we find that
r  l . y r  l . y I j G 1 y R r  l . y r  l . .  .jq1, 1 j , 1 j , 1 jy1, 1
 lq1.  l .s k 1 y I j G t y R r y g I j G 0 y I j G t r .  .  .yR , 0 yR , 0
 l .  lq1.y 1 y I j G 1 y R b r q tr . 7.6 .  .yR , 0 yR , 0
If we sum on j from yR to k, we obtain
r  l . y r  l . s t k y 1 r  lq1. y b q g t r  l . , k G t y 1. 7.7 .  .  .kq1, 1 k , 1 yR , 0 yR , 0
 l .  l . ’ .  .  .  .But, from 3.1 , 3.2 , and 7.1 , r s m b q jr l , so that for j c 1,j
’jr l g 1
1
 l .  l .  l .r q r q ??? ; m b q .j , 0 j , 1 0’l
 l .1 dm0 l .q m b q q j b q q ??? . 7.8 .  .  .1’ dxl
From this matching of the expansions we deduce that
dm l .0 l .  l .  l .  l .r s m b q , r s m b q q j b q , j c 1. 7.9 .  .  .  .j , 0 0 j , 1 1 dx
 .  .Hence, from 7.5 and 7.7 , we have
r  l . s m l . b q , 7.10 .  .yR , 0 0
and the boundary conditions
dm l .0  l .  lq1.b q q b q g t m b q s t k y 1 m b q . 7.11 .  .  .  .  .  .0 0dx
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 l . .As before, we assume that m x is integrable. Then, to lowest order,0
 .  .  .from 2.11 , 3.1 , and 3.2 , and the Euler]Maclaurin summation formula
w x1 , we have
`
0.m x dx s 1. 7.12 .  .H 0
b
 .Similarly, from 2.12 , we obtain
`
 l .  ly1.k m x y g m x dx s 0, l G 1. 7.13 .  .  .H 0 0
b
 .  .  .If we integrate 3.6 from b to `, we find that 7.13 implies 7.11 . It is
 .  .straightforward to verify that 3.6 and 7.13 are satisfied by
lg 2 l . y1r2. xqg trk .m x s c e . 7.14 .  .0  /k
 .This solution is motivated by the product-form solution 2.14 for R s 0.
 .  .From 7.12 , with the help of 3.41 , we obtain
g t2y1 r2. bqg trk .ce W b q s 1. 7.15 .0  /k
 .Asymptotic approximations to the blocking probabilities 2.13 are, from
 .  .  .  .7.1 , 7.3 , 7.5 , and 7.10 ,
1 1 1
0. 0.B s r s m b q q O , 7.16 .  .1 yR 0  /’ ’ ll l
and
ty11 1 1
0. 0.B s r s R q t m b q q O . 7.17 .  .  .2 j 0  /’ ’ ll ljsyR
 .  .From 7.14 and 7.15 , we have
y1g t
0.m b q s W b q . 7.18 .  .0 0  /k
We now consider the results of Section 3 for 0 - b y a g 1, R s b y
’.  .  .  .  .a l c 1. For a s b y , 3.31 and 3.32 reduce to 7.12 and 7.13 .
 l . .  .Also, since m x is continuous at x s b , 3.17 with a q s b y and0
 .  .3.30 imply that 7.11 holds. Hence, to lowest order, for R c 1 and
 l .’  .0 - b y a s Rr l g 1, the differential equations for m x for x ) b ,0
 .and the boundary conditions at x s b q , are the same as for R s O 1 .
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0. .In particular, we obtain the same m b q . From the approximations0
 .  .3.36 and 3.37 to the blocking probabilities, we find that
1 R
0.B s m b q q O , .1 0  /’ ll
7.19 .
2R 1 R
0.B s m b q q O q O . .2 0  / /’ ’ ll l
 .These approximations match, to lowest order, with those in 7.16 and
 .7.17 . In the usual way, we obtain the composite approximation
tb 0. 0.B ; m x dx q m b , 7.20 .  .  .H2 0 0’la
0. .  .where now m x is as described in Section 3. This, together with 3.36 ,0
 .gives approximations to the blocking probabilities which hold for R s O 1
’ .  .as well as for R s O l . In particular, if k s 1, then B is given by 3.431
 .and, from 3.38 ,
t2 2 2ya r2 yb r2 yb r2B ; b e W a y e W b q e , 7.21 .  .  .2 0 0 ’l
 .where b is given by 3.42 .
8. ROBERTS' APPROXIMATION
w xWe now consider an approximation proposed by Roberts 12 , for
multiple classes of calls with trunk reservation. The approximation involves
a recurrence for the steady-state distribution of the number of busy
circuits. For our model, with just primary and secondary calls, and a single
trunk reservation parameter, we denote the approximation to p 0., thei
w xprobability that i circuits are busy, by p . Then 12 ,i
n t
ip s lI i G 1 p q I i F C y R I i G t p , 1 F i F C. .  .  .i iy1 iytk
8.1 .
 .If R s 0, so that there is no trunk reservation, then 8.1 is equivalent to
 .2.16 , and hence it is exact. Also, if R ) 0 and both k s 1 and t s 1, then
 .p satisfies 2.10 with l s 0, and it is again exact.i
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We will investigate the correctness of Roberts' approximation in the
 .  .asymptotic regime 3.1 . We analyze 8.1 asymptotically and let
’ ’i s l y x l , p s m x r l . 8.2 .  .i
Then,
1 1 1 t
p s m x q , p s m x q . 8.3 .iy1 iyt /  /’ ’ ’ ’l l l l
We assume that
1
m x ; m x q m x q ??? . 8.4 .  .  .  .0 1’l
’ .  .If we use 3.1 and expand in powers of 1r l in 8.1 , then to lowest
order we obtain
dm0 q xm x s 0, a - x - b , 8.5 .  .0dx
and
dm g t0 q x q m x s 0, x ) b . 8.6 .  .0 /dx k
In the neighborhoods of x s a and x s b we must examine the
difference equations. First, we let
’p s q r l , j G 0, j s O 1 . 8.7 .  .Cy j j
 .  .Then, from 3.1 and 8.1 ,
a j
1 y y q s q , j G 0. 8.8 .j jq1 /’ ll
We assume that
1
q ; q q q q ??? . 8.9 .j j , 0 j , 1’l
To lowest order we obtain q s q , and hencejq1, 0 j, 0
q s q , j G 0. 8.10 .j , 0 0, 0
’ .  .  .  .But, from 3.1 , 8.2 , and 8.7 , q s m a q jr l , and soj
’q s m a q , j c 1, jr l g 1. 8.11 .  .j , 0 0
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 .  .Hence, from 8.10 and 8.11 , we have
q s m a q . 8.12 .  .0, 0 0
Now we consider the neighborhood of x s b , and let
’p s p r l , j s O 1 . 8.13 .  .Cy Ryj j
 .  .Then, from 3.1 and 8.1 ,
b j g t
1 y y p s p q I j G 0 p . 8.14 .  .j jq1 jqt /’ ’ll k l
We assume that
1
p ; p q p q ??? . 8.15 .j j , 0 j , 1’l
To lowest order we obtain p s p , and hencejq1, 0 j, 0
p s p , j s O 1 . 8.16 .  .j , 0 0, 0
’ .  .  .  .But, from 3.1 , 8.2 , and 8.13 , p s m b q jr l , and matching forj
’< < < <  .j c 1, j r l g 1 implies that m x is continuous at x s b , and0
p s m b . 8.17 .  .j , 0 0
 .  .To lowest order, from 3.1 and 8.2 , and the Euler]Maclaurin summa-
w x  .tion formula 1 , the normalization condition corresponding to 2.11 is
`
m x dx s 1. 8.18 .  .H 0
a
Asymptotic approximations to the blocking probabilities corresponding to
 . 0.2.13 , with p replaced by p , arei i
1 1 1ÄB s q s m a q q O , 8.19 .  .1 0 0  /’ ’ ll l
 .  .  .from 8.7 , 8.9 , and 8.12 , and
1bÄB s m x dx q O , 8.20 .  .H2 0  /’la
 .  .  .from 3.1 , 8.2 , and 8.4 , and the Euler]Maclaurin summation formula.
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 .  .From 8.5 and 8.6 we obtain
beyx
2 r2 , a - x - b ,
m x s 8.21 .  .0 2y1 r2. xqg trk . ae , x ) b .
 .The continuity of m x at x s b implies that0
aey1r2. bqg trk .
2 s beyb 2 r2 . 8.22 .
 .  .From 8.18 , with the help of 3.41 , we find that
g t2 2 2ya r2 yb r2 y1r2. bqg trk .b e W a y e W b q ae W b q s 1. .  .0 0 0  /k
8.23 .
 .  .Hence, from 8.22 and 8.23 ,
g t2 2 2ya r2 yb r2 yb r2b e W a y e W b q e W b q s 1. 8.24 .  .  .0 0 0  /k
 .  .From 8.19 and 8.20 , the approximations to the blocking probabilities
are
b 12ya r2ÄB s e q O ,1  /’ ll
8.25 .
12 2ya r2 yb r2ÄB s b e W a y e W b q O . .  .2 0 0  /’l
 .  .  .  .  .  .In view of 4.4 and 5.34 , we see from 6.16 ] 6.18 and 8.21 ] 8.23 that
asymptotically, to lowest order, Roberts' approximation corresponds to
 .truncation at L s 0 in 6.15 . If k s 1 this leads to the correct results for
 .  .  .the blocking probabilities, as can be seen from 3.42 , 3.43 , 8.24 , and
 .8.25 . However, as we now show, Roberts' approximation is not asymptoti-
cally correct if k / 1.
 .  .  .For small g , from 5.3 , 5.34 , and 8.24 , we find that
t 2yb r4 2b s b 1 q g b e D b q O g . 8.26 .  . .0, 0 0, 0 y2k
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 .  .  .  .But, from 4.26 , 5.3 , 5.20 , and 5.23 , we have
b t D b .2 20, 0 yky1ya r2 yb r4 2B s e 1 q g b e D a q O g .  .1 0, 0 y2’ k D a .l yky1
1
q O . 8.27 . /l
Ä  .  .Hence B differs from B , for k / 1 and b ) a . From 4.27 and 5.24 ,1 1
2 2ya r4 yb r4B s b e D a y e D b .  .2 0, 0 y1 y1
1b 0. 2q g m x dx q O g q O . 8.28 .  . .H 0, 1  /’la
Ä .  .  .From 5.34 , 8.25 , and 8.26 , the terms independent of g in B and B2 2
 .are the same. Expressions for the term linear in g in 8.28 are given by
 .  .5.26 and 5.27 . For k / 1 and b ) a , this term appears to be different
Äfrom the corresponding one in B .2 ’ .  .We conclude by considering the case R s b y a l s O 1 . Then
 .  . 8.14 holds for j G yR, and hence so does 8.16 . Since p s m b qj
’ ’.jr l , matching for j c 1, jr l g 1 implies that
p s m b q , j G yR . 8.29 .  .j , 0 0
 . 0.  .  .To lowest order, from 2.11 , with p replaced by p , 3.1 and 8.2 , wei i
obtain
`
m x dx s 1, 8.30 .  .H 0
b
 .  .  .  .  .where m x satisfies 8.6 . From 8.13 , 8.15 , and 8.29 , asymptotic0
 .approximations to the blocking probabilities corresponding to 2.13 are
1 1 1ÄB s p s m b q q O , 8.31 .  .1 yR 0  /’ ’ ll l
and
ty11 1 1ÄB s p s R q t m b q q O . 8.32 .  .  .2 j 0  /’ ’ ll ljsyR
 .  .But, from 8.6 and 8.30 ,
m x s cey1r2. xqg trk .2 , 8.33 .  .0
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 .  .where, with the help of 3.41 , c is given 7.15 . Hence,
y1g t
m b q s W b q . 8.34 .  .0 0  /k
 .  .  .  .  .From 7.16 ] 7.18 , 8.31 , 8.32 , and 8.34 , we see that Roberts' approxi-
 .mation is asymptotically correct, to lowest order, when R s O 1 .
9. CONCLUSION
We have considered a single link in a circuit-switched network. The link
has C circuits, R of which are reserved for the primary traffic. Calls arrive
in independent Poisson streams with mean rates l and n for the primary
and secondary traffic, respectively, and corresponding independent and
exponentially distributed holding times with means 1 and 1rk . A primary
call requires just 1 circuit, whereas a secondary call requires t circuits. This
model differs from traditional ones in two key respects, which are of
particular interest in integrated multiservice networks: it allows for t ) 1
and k / 1.
We have investigated the critically loaded case in which l c 1, C y l s
’ ’ ’ .  .  .O l , R s O l , and n s g l , where g s O 1 . We obtained asymp-
totic approximations to the blocking probabilities B and B for the1 2
primary and secondary traffic, by means of singular perturbation tech-
niques. When k s 1, so that the primary and secondary calls have the
same mean holding times, we explicitly obtained the leading terms in the
asymptotic approximations.
When k / 1 the analysis is much more complicated, and leads to the
 .  .infinite systems of coupled difference-differential equations 3.5 and 3.6 .
Remarkably, we were able to obtain infinitely many solutions to these
 .equations, in terms of parabolic cylinder functions, those of 3.6 being
derived as power series in g . We have shown how to recursively determine
the terms in the expansions in powers of g of the coefficients in the linear
combinations of these solutions, so that the boundary and normalization
conditions are satisfied. We explicitly derived the first two terms in powers
of g in the lowest order asymptotic approximations to B and B .1 2
 .We also showed that the solutions of the coupled equations 3.6 may be
 .expressed in the finite form 6.6 . An alternate approach to expanding in
powers of g , for small g , is to truncate the infinite system of equations for
the coefficients in the linear combinations of the solutions.
 .We also considered the case R s O 1 , and obtained explicit results.
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The above analyses enabled us to ascertain the asymptotic validity of an
w xapproximation proposed by Roberts 12 . We have shown that his approxi-
 .mation is asymptotically correct if k s 1, or if R s O 1 , but not if k / 1
’ .and R s O l . Interestingly, Roberts' approximation corresponds to
truncation with just 2 coefficients. Truncation with more coefficients leads
to refinements of his approximation.
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